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University Graduate Committee Meeting Minutes 
Wednesday, October 21, 2020 

3:00-5:00 - Online Via Zoom  
 
Members Present: Dawn Clifford, Chair (Public Health), Rebecca Best (Earth and Sustainability), Viacheslav 
Fofanov (Informatics & Computer Science), Corina Kellner (Anthropology), Sandy Stewart (Clinical Speech-
Language Pathology), Gayle Blanchard (Educational Leadership), Lena Gaddis (Educational Psychology), 
Anne Medill (Social Work), Laura Sujo-Montes (Educational Specialties), Colleen Byron (Organizational 
Leadership), Catherine Gehring (Biology), Mohamed Mohamed (Applied Sociology), Halit Tagma (Political 
Science), Truong Nghiem (Informatics & Computer Science), Vedran Dronjic (Applied Linguistics), Brettania 
O’Connor (Public Health), Jon Torn (Communication), Michelle Parsons (Interdisciplinary Health), Emery 
Eaves (Anthropology), John Heick (Physical Therapy & Athletic Training), Nicole Price (Spanish), Ann Vert 
(Nursing & PL), Emily Hoppe (Music), Kristen Waring (Forestry), Heidi Feigenbaum (Engineering-
Mechanical), Chelsey Johnson (English-Creative Writing), Brendan Russo (Engineering-Civil), Nancy 
Wonders (Criminology & Criminal Justice), Rebecca Frantz (Educational Specialties), Mahendra Joshi 
(Business Administration), Calinda Shely (English-Literature), Bahattin Yildiz (Mathematics & Statistics). 
Laura Noll (Psychological Sciences), Stephanie Hurst (Chemistry) – login issue, Erika Konrad (English-
Professional Writing), Karina Collentine (Ex-officio: Graduate College Associate Dean), Maribeth Watwood 
(Ex Officio: Graduate College Dean), and Sneha Vissa (Ex-officio: Vice President of Academic Affairs, for GSG 
President, Savannah Berry). 
 
Members Absent: John Gibbs (Applied Physics), Gretchen McAllister (Elementary Education), Katsuya Oi 
(Applied Sociology), Vicki Ross (Curriculum & Instruction), Erik Schiefer (Geography, Planning & Recreation), 
Lara Taggart (Occupational Therapy), Bettie Coplan (Physician Assistant Studies) at conference 
presentation, Matthew Gidley (CEIAS), Kerry Thompson (Anthropology), Michael Gowanlock (Computer 
Science), Paul Dutton (History), Franklin Vernon (Parks & Recreation), John Fegyveresi (Climate Sciences), 
Tyler Robinson (Astronomy & Planetary Science), Melinda Treml (Ex Officio: Curriculum and Assessment 
Director). 
 
UGC Chair, Dawn Clifford, welcomed everyone to the second meeting of AY2020-2021, and the 

meeting came to order at 3:00pm MST. 
 

1. UGC September 2020 meeting minutes – ACTION: Motion to approve the UGC September 
2020 meeting minutes as distributed was motioned by Laura Sujo-Montes and seconded 
by John Heick; it was approved unanimously (0 ‘no’ votes and 0 abstentions), via zoom chat 
box.  

Reports: 
I. Dean Watwood   

a) Dean Watwood provided some updates regarding Graduate Student Teaching  
Assistants and how she is working with faculty to address their concerns of teaching in 
“wet labs,” where close contact is typically required for necessary experiences (e.g., 
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how to operate a microscope). She announced that GTAs are requesting a different 
dashboard to report COVID-19 counts and to be able to work from home.  The Dean 
reported that, while she is not able to make decisions in these two regards, she can 
work with the university to do the following: 1) supply plenty of disposable masks to 
GTAs, and then the GTAs can mandate that masks be worn prior to entering the labs; 2) 
make sure that there is appropriate signage on the floor in all of the labs and 
classrooms; and 3) provide instructions on how to operate the newly installed air 
filtration systems.  

b) Dean Watwood explained that she and Savannah Berry attended the Council of 
Graduate School’s (CGS) Graduate Student Mental Health Workshop on October 15, 
2020.  She reported that many institutions came together to discuss their concerns 
regarding the mental issues and situations that are being reported across college 
campuses.  There is a white paper in production now, and Dean Watwood and 
Savannah Berry will be also be writing an internal report from this meeting. When the 
report is completed, it will be available to the UGC.  

c) Dean Watwood reported that she discussed the extensions of programs due to 
pandemic issues with students, university leaders, UGC members, and colleagues at 
other institutions.  She said that, as an institution, we need to consider how best to 
support our current students during these unusual times.  Dean Watwood reported 
that, due to the pandemic, it is apparent that students have been hit hard and been 
severely impacted by issues such as family, illness, and financial difficulties.  She 
reported that, of the students who have reported issues, many of the students feel that 
their degree progress has been delayed from six months to one year.  She encouraged 
departments to look at last year’s allocations after the budget cuts for initial planning 
purposes for GTAs and recruitment.    

d) Dean Watwood requested that departments consider eliminating the GRE requirement 
for admission, at least temporarily, unless it is a critical part of the review process. She 
encouraged committee members to not require the exam for the current recruitment 
cycle for fall 2021 since students are having access and affordability issues.  Dean 
Watwood asked the committee members to re-evaluate what the GRE instrument 
contributes to the actual review process. 

e) Dean Watwood reiterated the continued efforts to streamline the graduate application 
windows, deadlines, and requirements, as well as the ADMIT functionality in College 
Net.  She reported that the Graduate College is working very hard with University 
Admissions to reduce our admissions variability, but there is more work that can be 
done.  Dean Watwood thanked all who have completed the ADMIT training, turned in 
your requirements, and are ready to review applications in the system. The GAR system 
will not be supported for much longer. 
The following questions were posed to Dean Watwood: 

1. Kitty Gehring asked about policy regarding extra time for MA or Ph.D. students 
or will extra time be given for programs on a case by case basis.  Dean Watwood 
confirmed that we are not going to have a blanket policy, and we are going to 
remain flexible and lenient. We will consider any cases individually. 
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2. Kitty Gehring commented that she did not think all labs can afford extra PPE.  
Dean Watwood stated that, at the university level, Jason Wilder is making the 
commitment to make sure that all labs in CEFNS will have the necessary masks 
and floor signage.  

3. Rebecca Best asked, “Does extra time for graduate students mean an exception 
to the continuous enrollment policy, such as not paying tuition for thesis credits 
over winter?” Dr. Collentine clarified the question and stated that the exception 
made in the spring 2020 for continuous enrollment due to the start of pandemic 
will not be carried over for fall 2020.  

4. Sneha Vissa asked about PPE in the labs and classrooms. Dean Watwood stated   
      that adequate masks are mandated in labs and classrooms. Dean Watwood did  
      not know if the university is committed to providing KN-95 masks for the GTAs.   
      Dean Watwood will inquire about additional shields and KN-95 masks for GTAs.  

Kitty Gehring reported that Associate Dean Scott Raab has looked into the KN- 
95 masks and found that they are not currently available for the university 
because they are still needed for healthcare professionals. 

5.   Laura Sujo-Montes asked, “Where do you go to complete the ADMIT training?”     
      Dean Watwood suggested to contact Chris Mott, chris.mott@nau.edu, who is   
      coordinating all of the ADMIT training.  Anyone who will be processing the  
      administrative work in a department should complete the ADMIT training as   
      soon possible.  

II. Associate Dean Collentine  
a) Associate Dean Collentine briefly highlighted her announcements, including the Graduate 

Student of the Month Recognition nomination dates and the GC Professional 
Development Series. She also remined the committee to email commencement stories to 
karina.collentine@nau.edu by November 1, 2020.  

 
III. GSG Vice President of Academic Affairs - Sneha Vissa 

a) Sneha announced that she had no items to add to her distributed report.  She 
mentioned that the GSG is still looking for a graduate student to represent the 
W.A. Franke College of Business.  Please have any interested graduate students 
email gsg@nau.edu for more information.  

IV. Masters-in-passing, masters fall back policy discussion and vote - Associate Dean 
Collentine  

a. Associate Dean Collentine reviewed the previous discussions regarding master’s-in-
passing (MIP) and masters fall back (MFB) and highlighted the goals of these two 
potential policies.  Dr. Collentine presented the options for the wording of the 
policy.  Dean Watwood thanked Dr. Collentine and Melinda Treml for all the work 
involved in writing this policy.  Dr. Collentine thanked Melinda Treml for her time 
and for translating the discussions regarding this policy into the written language of 
the policy. 

b. 2 questions were posed: 
1. From Laura Sujo-Montes, “Is a separate master’s research project required for a 

student who does a master’s in passing besides the Ph.D. research project?” 

mailto:chris.mott@nau.edu
mailto:karina.collentine@nau.edu
mailto:gsg@nau.edu
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Associate Dean Collentine said, “Students must complete all of the degree 
requirements for the master’s degree.  If the master’s degree requires a thesis, 
then the student earing a MIP must complete a thesis; however, the project 
itself (i.e., the topic or content) does not need to be different.”  

2. From Michelle Parsons, “The Interdisciplinary Health is just a Ph.D. program, so if we 
don’t have a master’s program, do we have to have a thesis or some equivalent 
capstone or experience in its place to create a MFB?” Associate Dean Collentine 
responded, “You would have to create a master’s degree in order to award it, but it's 
up to you whether you wish to require a thesis or capstone project. It is easier for the 
student if you don't require a thesis for the MFB, and plenty of our master's programs 
only require coursework, but that is up to your program to decide.”  

3. Ann Vert asked about the applicability of the MIP/MFB to our professional 
doctoral programs. The committee discussed this option briefly. Currently, it is 
for just the Ph.D. programs, but maybe next semester we can look at the 
professional doctoral programs.  Dr. Watwood suggested that Ann Vert and 
Melinda Treml work together on options for those professional programs.   

4. Vedran Dronjic asked, “Does the name have to be the same for a MFB?”  Dr. 
Collentine stated, “The name cannot be different; it must be the same.”   

ACTION:  Motion to pass the updated policy including the sections on master’s in passing 
and master’s fall back was motioned by Emily Hoppe and seconded by Hal Tagma. The 
motion was approved unanimously (0 ‘no’ and 0 abstentions) via the zoom chat box.   

V. Residency of doctoral students – Associate Dean Collentine 
a) Associate Dean Collentine gave a quick summary of the definition of 'residency 

requirement' and reviewed the current policy.  She referenced the current 
residency policy for doctoral students as “providing the benefit and opportunity to 
engage and contribute to the full spectrum of educational and professional 
opportunities provided by faculty and other students within their program across 
campus.” She reported that our state sister institutions (ASU and UA) do not have 
a residency requirement and that other universities who were part of an informal 
study showed that there was a residency requirement for specific programs but 
not a university-wide requirement. 

b) Associate Dean Collentine started the discussion by asking the committee 
members, “What does professional development look like in your program?,” and 
“Does requiring doctoral students to physically be on the FLGMTN campus (for at 
least some time) meet this intent?” Laura Sujo-Montes asked, “Would Zoom 
activities, meetings, and presentations count for this requirement?”  Associate 
Dean Collentine stated, “Yes, they would count via Zoom, as most professional 
development is being performed online.”  Committee members discussed the 
policy’s relevance specifically about not wanting the policy to affect programs 
because we do not know how many students are not coming to NAU because of 
this physical requirement.  Dean Watwood suggested that, since each program is 
very different, if we remove the residency requirement the way it is now (i.e., with 
the physical amount of time on FLGMTN campus), then we could work with all of 
the different programs to help come up with appropriate co-curriculars.    
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c) ACTION:  Motion to move forward with crafting language on revising the residency 
requirement and professional development policy was motioned by Vedran Dronjic 
and seconded by Colleen Bryon. The motion was approved unanimously (0 ‘no’ and 0 
abstentions) via the zoom chat box.   
 

VI. Policy on graduate course taken by undergraduate students – Associate Dean Collentine 
a) Associate Dean Collentine started the discussion regarding Policy #100327 on 

graduate courses taken by undergraduate students.   
b) She explained that there are two issues regarding allowing undergraduate 

students to take graduate courses: the policy itself and the misleading wording for 
accelerated students. 
1) The policy itself: 

i. The interpretation is and has been that what is allowed is for 
undergraduates to take a single graduate course, but it’s unclear who has 
enforced this (if anyone) or whether it’s a single course per 
semester/year/career. 

ii. The interpretation is and has been that it is open to seniors only (i.e., 
students with 90+ units), but it’s unclear who has enforced this, if anyone.  

iii. ABOR policy states that 600-level courses are for graduate students only, 
not undergraduates.  

              2) Misleading for accelerated students: 
        i. Accelerated students have (multiple) courses counting for both degrees.  

c) The committee discussed the issues and reviewed the policy’s language.   
i. Dawn Clifford explained that the tuition of graduate courses is more 

expensive than undergraduate tuition and expressed the idea that having 
an undergrad student take all/numerous grad courses and pay 
undergraduate prices seemed unfair.  

I. Slava Fofanov asked for clarification on whether the maximum number 
of transfer credits is still in effect.  Both Dean Watwood and Associate 
Dean Collentine believe that the maximum number of transfer units is 
still 9.  

II. Laura Sujo-Montes posed a question about 600-level courses because 
in one of the policies it states that if you are a senior in your last 
semester you can take a 600-level course, but in another if you are an 
undergraduate it states that you cannot.   Dean Watwood confirmed 
that we discovered that we are out of ABOR compliance.  Associate 
Dean Collentine suggested this is the possibly a result of timing because 
the NAU policy was written in 2012, and the new ABOR policy was 
written shortly afterward, in 2013.   

III. Associate Dean Collentine stated the goal of this conversation was to 
bring this to everyone’s attention and the associated issues that we 
need to address.  She reported that we will continue to discuss it more 
in depth at the next meeting.   
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VII.       Future UGC meeting topics of interest for AY20-21 – Chair Dawn Clifford 

Dawn gave a friendly reminder to email her topics of interests for presentations or 
names of guest speakers for spring 2021 UGC committee meetings.    

 
VII. Supporting Graduate Student Financial Well-being – Laura Kennedy 

 
a. Laura Kennedy from the university’s Financial Aid office gave a brief PPT presentation 

about specifically assisting our graduate students with their financial well-being; she 
provided resources about financial aid, loans, internal and external scholarships.    

b. Laura stated that the best resource for students regarding financial aid and 
scholarships can be found on their website:  https://nau.edu/office-of-scholarships-
and-financial-aid/. 

c. Dawn Clifford asked whether there was a way to have a list of scholarship 
opportunities for just graduate students.  Laura explained the best way to identify 
outside scholarship opportunities for graduate students would be to go to the NAU 
Foundation link, select Private Donor Scholarships and search the spreadsheet.   

d. Dawn Clifford will email the PPT presentation to the committee members for reference 
to help graduates students with questions. If graduate students would like to set up an 
appointment to review costs, financial aid offer letters, federal aid or scholarships 
please have them contact financial.aid@nau.edu.  

 
The meeting adjourned at 4:58pm MST. 
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